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We have a range of accessories specifically for pneumatic portable actuators
designed to improve user comfort as well as the protection of both operator and
equipment.

SAFETY AIR TREATMENT BOX (SAT BOX)
The SAT Box (Safety Air Treatment box) is a safety device that protects the user and the equipment.
The SAT Box provides numerous important safety features:
- Emergency kill switch
- Key safety lock (optional)
- Downstream automatic air-bleed
- Automatic switch off when air pressure drop detected

Reference
FRL Type
Emergency kill switch
Key safety lock
Automatic downstream air bleed
Pressure gauge
Filtration
Oil bowl capacity
Connections
Min & max inlet pressure
Dimensions
Weight (empty)
Ambient temperature

AC118

AC107
Option
0 /12 bars 0 / 174 psi
25 µm
114 cm3 / 0,004 cfm
G3/4
2 / 8 bars 0 / 174 psi
300 x 231 x 204 mm
11,8 x 9,1 x 8 in
7.6 kg / 16,8 lb
0 / +50 °C 0 / 122 °F

Those Safety devices ensure an instantaneous air bleed in the downstream circuit when
the emergency kill switch is hit and/or when air supply stops. As a consequence, no
residual energy may create an accidental motion after the stop. All these safety features
are energized by air pressure, without any other source of energy required.
If the air feed pressure falls below 2 bars, the SAT box will automatically shut down in
order to prevent the actuator inadvertently restarting if the pressure climbs back up (if
the compressor stops and then restarts for example).
All of these functions are operational with the air supply pressure - there’s no need for
another energy source.
Finally, the SAT box integrates the FRL unit (Filtration, air pressure Regulation and
Lubrication) in order to ensure that the air feed is clean and correctly lubricated.
Reference: AC118

EXHAUST COLLECTOR AND SILENCER
It is recommended to use a silencer with pneumatic portable actuators. It fixes to the actuator’s
exhaust vent and reduces the sound level. We have silencers of varying sizes and performance levels
for different applications and constraints of use of the actuators.
> Heavy duty exhaust silencers: Extremely robust and compact, this stainless steel silencer reduces
the noise level and protects against foreign bodies getting into the motor via the exhaust vent.
References: AC155 for Easy Duty actuators
AC156 for Standard Duty and Heavy Duty actuators
> High flow exhaust silencer: Constructed with a unique expansion chamber, completely free of
obstruction, exhaust air softly flows to the atmosphere with significant noise and oil fog reduction,
providing a clean comfortable productive work environment. Composed entirely of corrosion-resistant
material for long life and maintenance-free performance, this model is especially recommended for
Standard Duty and Heavy Duty actuators.
References: AC159 for Standard Duty and Heavy Duty actuators only
> The exhaust collector must be assembled on Standard duty and Heavy duty actuators radial
exhaust to accommodate the silencer. For Easy duty actuators, the silencer can be directly fixed to the
exhaust vent at the back of the motor.
IMPORTANT
For your comfort and safety, please carefully read the instruction manual before using the portable valve actuator.

